DNib Offers Exclusive One Word Domain Phones.net To
Businesses For Outstanding Reserve Price
Domain Broker DNib is offering for sale one of the best domains of the year,
Phones.net, a domain that benefits from over 46 million broad term searches a month
Jasper, Indiana, February 4, 2015 (FPRC) -- When marketing a business online, it all starts with the
domain. Having a strong domain will make websites easier to find in searches and allow more traffic
to flow to the site. One word URLs have many advantages, first and foremost that they are the
easiest to remember, making customer retention as easy as it can be. If the domain is also an exact
match keyword the value of the domain is immense because of the traffic it receives. DNib is
prominent domain broker offering brandable and keyword rich domains. Their latest sale could be
the biggest of the year as the auction for phones.net begins. It’s a powerful one word domain that
has incredible traffic potential in an extremely lucrative market.
The advantages for telecom companies, mobile phone sellers and even repair companies are soon
made obvious, as DNib reveals a staggering 46,500,000 broad monthly searches are made for the
word “phones”, and phones.net can easily sit at the top of the search engine results for all of these.
Equally, DNib are quick to point out the amazing value of this proposition, with rival phone.com
being worth one and a half million dollars, while phones.net has a reserve price of a fraction of that,
making it a steal by comparison.
A spokesperson for DNib explained, “We are thrilled to offer this amazing proposition at auction to
provide business with the opportunity to get a great deal. The auction be on a first come, first serve
basis and all inbound offers will be considered, so businesses should place their bids now, as the
auction could close at any time. Phones.net is just one of many powerful one word domains we
have across a wide range of industries, so businesses looking to develop powerful online presences
should bookmark our site for regular updates. We look forward to providing a new home for
phones.net and helping a business thrive online.”
About DNib: DNib is an online marketplace for brandable and generic domain names that also offers
the best domain brokering service in the industry. DNib offers domain names in brandables,
businesses, services, entertainment, products and premium categories. The site is regularly updated
with the latest URLs including full details of their prospective value and reserve prices. For more
information please visit: http://dnib.com/
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For more information contact Dean Smith of DNIB.com (http://www.dnib.com)
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